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Meet a Sugar maker
As part of our series highlighting Members, we’re sharing short interviews with Vermont’s sugar
makers, large and small, near and far. On May 5, 2021. Cory had a conversation with Kate Whelley
McCabe of Vermont Evaporator Company in Montpelier, Vermont.
CORY: What spurred the idea for the company?
KATE: The house I’m in sits on 10 acres on the outskirts of
Montpelier. We moved here in 2013, and when we were
walking the land before buying, we noticed that there was
a stream that divided the property into one lot of build-able
land and nine acres of forest due to it being too steep. The
nine acres that we didn’t build on had a lot of sugar maples.
We actually found an old arch and sugar camp on the land.
According to local lore, the land was once a woodlot. It was
evident that at one point that most of the non-maple trees
were cut and harvested.
Once we got settled in, my husband decided he wanted to
make maple syrup. He’s originally from South Dakota and was
not familiar with maple; I grew up in New Hampshire next to
a neighbor’s sugarhouse. The first season we attempted to
make syrup with a turkey fryer. We went through a lot of
propane. We boiled for 36 hours and made 3/4 of a quart.
The next year my husband wanted to figure out how to have
more fun and be more fuel efficient. He looked for items
for backyard hobbyists and couldn’t find anything that was
convenient and mess free. My husband is a chemical engineer
by education and so decided to mess around with a common
DIY barrel/fire box he had found on Craigslist. Eventually we
made an evaporator out of a 55-gallon drum with a 20x30
baffled pan on top.
This design became our Sapling Evaporator, our flagship item.
Because of the cost of items, Justin made a dozen at first.
We sold them on Craigslist in ten days. People as far away
as Connecticut came to buy them. We quickly learned that a
lot of people in Vermont had been looking for a product like
this, just as we were initially. That April we went to the “Made
in Vermont” event to see what people would say about our
product. There was a lot of interest! After that, we decided
to start making more and shortly after that the company was
started and a factory was found.
The first year we made 100 evaporators. Now, that number
continues to creep up along with other items including filter
kits, bottles, finishing temperatures gauges and more. In the
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offseason, the Sapling Evaporator can be used as a grill. This
past year we came out with a home-scaled RO machine. It’s
not like other items on the market. It has a UV filter which
really helps hobbyists store sap for when they can boil.
People in Vermont have the ability to store sap in snowbanks.
People in North Carolina and Pennsylvania can’t always rely
on snow storage The UV filter takes out the bacteria to help
with the shelf life. Every year we add more to our store. This
past year we sold maple antiques. We’re always thinking of
new ways to help new people into the hobby.
CORY: Are you seeing a lot of people moving towards backyard sugaring?
KATE: I thought it was growing before COVID. This past
year we’ve seen triple the amount of activity. We sold out
of our Sapling Line in January. That never happens. As of
March, we have a wait list of 200 people. That 200 is more
than a usual calendar year. I’m curious to see how the trend
continues after COVID. I would think some percentage will
stick around.
CORY: Where have you sold your evaporators?
KATE: Recently we tallied all of the states we’ve sold our
materials to for a New York Times article. In total, we’ve sold
our equipment in 38 different states. Three years ago, selling
our product in North Carolina would have surprised me, but
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now there is so much backyard sugaring across the United
States. This year alone, we picked up Kansas and Georgia as
new states. The geography for our equipment is bigger than
most would think. Hobbyists use our equipment for all types
of maples including big leaf, red maple and Manitoba maple in
the Canadian plains. Also, people are tapping Norway maples
and silver maples everywhere.
CORY: Do customers share samples with you?
KATE: We talk to people in new customer states, but we’ve
never asked for samples of their finished products. Although,
we’ve received samples from companies. People are using
our equipment beyond maple trees in their backyards. We’re
selling our product to people in Alaska so they can make
birch syrup. Closer to home, black walnut is pretty popular.
I think black walnut syrup is the closest thing in complexity
and deliciousness to maple syrup. We have some customers
who are doing sorghum syrup and we have a new customer
in Florida who is tapping palm trees.
CORY: You mentioned an RO machine earlier, I imagine
customers are happy with it?
KATE: Yes, we’re actually working on a 2nd edition RO that
is more powerful. We’re currently working with a firm to test
and refine it. Our first edition, The Sugar Cube, takes sap
and concentrates it so in the end you have half the water in
your sap. So, if you’re at 40 gallons of sap to 1 gallon of syrup,
you’ll be at 20 gallons to 1 gallon after using the RO.
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CORY: Do you have any unique stories from customers?
KATE: I wouldn’t say we have any real unique stories, but
I never expected that we’d sell our products to University Extension programs or Nature Centers. We have some
people doing urban sugar making in Philadelphia, which is
surprising. Actually, I do have one unique connection. We
sold our Sapling Evaporator to a distillery in New York who
makes black walnut syrup to use in their bourbon. Then we
learned that a customer in New Hampshire that bought an
evaporator is making black walnut syrup for that same distillery.
CORY: In Vermont, producers reported mostly dark syrup
this season. Were there other regions reporting different
grades?
KATE: It’s funny, the hobbyist community cares a little less
about the color of their syrup, so we don’t often hear what
grades people were making. When you use red maple in addition to sugar maple, you never get light syrup. At my house,
we start out medium every year. Our syrup was lighter than
usual this year though. One person in North Carolina made
all grades. I have heard from folks in the Mid Atlantic/southern sugar country that they had a great season because they
had snowpack when they usually don’t.
CORY: Thanks for the great interview. Have a great summer!
KATE: Thanks!

CORY: What’s the most amount of syrup a customer has
made in one season?
KATE: We try to get customers to compare stats. One to ten
gallons is pretty common. I heard from a couple of customers
who have sold their Sapling Evaporators and are now building their own sugarhouses. We’re doing that at my house,
too. We’re a distributor for D&G and we’re testing out one of
their smaller evaporators next year.
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If you’d like to be featured in this section in a future newsletter, please email
Allison at allison@vermontmaple.org or Cory at cory@vermontmaple.org.
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